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Scholastic's next multi-platform mega-event begins here!Dak, Sera, and Riq might be in over their

heads when they attempt to stop a Viking invasion!Hundreds of ships carrying thousands of warriors

are laying siege to medieval Paris. The Parisians are holding their own, but the stalemate can only

last so long. And that's bad news -- especially since Dak has been captured, forced to work

alongside the Vikings while Sera and Riq defend Paris from within. No matter which side wins, the

kids lose!
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Mary (age 9) writes: This book features excitement, danger, and time-traveling. Sera, Riq, and Dak

have visited Paris during its siege in the 800s. They have to escape from a Time Warden and fix

history. Along the way, will they find Dak's parents? (You will have to read to find out....) My favorite

character was the Viking warrior named Rollo; he had a dog named Vigi. This book is as good as

the first book in the series, and maybe even better!Cindy (the mother, older than 9!) writes: This



book builds on the first book in the series. While it can be read independently, the story will be more

meaningful if the reader has first read the first book in the series. (Also helpful is visiting the website

to gain information about the French Revolution story.)There are some differences between the first

book in the series and this one. First, the characters do not appear in "modern times" at all, and

there is no direct contact between the three heroes and the modern-day "Hystorians." Second, the

book is written by a different author, though the tone and style is similar. Third, this book covers

some historical events that are less famous than those discussed in the first book; in addition, the

heroes spend a significant amount of time in two different historical periods, with a brief stop in two

others. Fourth, the heroes in this book are forced to make decisions when the correct choices are

less obvious than in the first book.I liked the first book better because the story was more

straight-forward and easy to follow (Save Christopher Columbus). That being said, this second story

is more sophisticated, with multiple layers of adventure, problems, and meanings.Though i

understand its plot necessity in both books, I hope that the authors move away from characters

(such as Dak) doing obviously stupid things in order to advance the plot. It was frustrating for me

(an adult) when Dak left the relative safety of Paris to go to the Viking battlefield.Seven-year-old

Adam also very much enjoyed this book.All in all, we love the series and cannot wait for the next

book!!!

Its a pretty good book - especially if you want kids to learn some history in an interesting fashion.

I like this book because it has an adventure to share with friends. I'll recommend it to my friend Felix

who likes any type of story. I pretty much like EVERYTHING it's an adventure where everybody can

have much imagination and it tells a good story and lesson to never give up no matter they have the

advantage we can WIN.Ã‚Â¡GREAT STORY ! Keep doing stories like that. :)

This book was great for me because it included Vikings but that wasn't the only reason I liked it. In

this series there is a pair of best friends Dak and Sera who have to fix history from the SQ and save

the world with the help of the historians the infinity ring (their time travel device) and one of the

historians who is their translator Riq

I love History! As long as you add color and excitement. I found myself searching up dates and

battles to find out what really happened. I learned more and more as I read, history came alive

though this book. It gave amazing detail and I drank it all in! My thanks to Carrie Ryan for



masterfully weaving history, myth and imagination into a wonderful book!

He had read the first one and wanted to keep reading. That's all a Mom can ask for!! He is reads at

a 5th grade level and these books have a few words that challenge him which is just right. Book

report came out pretty good too!!

I liked the Vikings. There are Lots of exciting battles and great action. I liked that they time travel to

lots of different places. (Review by seven year old boy)

This is my favorite out of the series. Facing love, friendship, family they meet Vikings. They Divide

and Conquer. Read to find out more! (book 2)
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